
OVERVIEW

Collaboration was the guiding principle for our board as we were determined to build on our 

Club of the Year victory. Our programs slowly moved to in-person, while we continued to 

offer a balance of virtual programming. We leveraged the knowledge and continuity of our 

returning board members to educate and mentor our incoming board members and chairs, and 

worked to cement a stronger bond with District 10 leadership. Chairs from various committees 

assisted the new Big Wigs, Public Service, Diversity, Programs and AAA chairs and we 

strengthened our relationships with our member partners to develop thoughtful programming. 

We partnered and cross-promoted events with Ad2 President Jessica Tran and her team. 

President Cindy Brummer led a volunteer team to makeover our website and incorporate AAF 

branding. Our Government Relations co-chair Helena Abbing was recruited to be the D10 

Texas Government Relations Representative and helped solidify connections with chapters 

across the state. We helped elevate and educate our tight knit Austin community through 

programming and events, building a strong foundation for the coming years.

OBJECTIVE #1: Re-introduce in-person events to attract disengaged members

Summary: The 2020/2021 year saw massive change and challenges when AAF Austin was 

forced to move to virtual events to protect our community from COVID. We were faced with 

an advertising community that was tired and suffering from Zoom fatigue. We committed to
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re-introducing in-person gatherings without completely discarding virtual events. We 

respected that members would have varying levels of comfort about gathering in person, so we 

retained virtual events for informational and educational gatherings. (Exhibit A • B)

In-person event | Big Wigs: Thanks to a generous sponsorship from member company ATD 

Partners, AAF Austin hosted its fall Big Wigs awards event at Austin’s brand new Q2 stadium 

in October 2021. (Exhibit C)

Results: Seventy attendees gathered for the show and garnered exceptional feedback. (Exhibit 

D • E)

In-person event | American Advertising Awards:  Our AAA committee began their work 

in August 2021, and followed the success of Big Wigs closely. Led by VP Stacy Scarcella, the 

team monitored the COVID situation through the holidays with increasing concern regarding 

the Omicron variant. The team communicated with attendees about how the AAA’s event would 

follow COVID protocols, and 220 tickets were sold for the in-person gala. 

Results:  The event, held at the Austin Marriott in downtown Austin with a theme of Studio 54, 

was  a triumph. (Exhibit F)

OBJECTIVE #2: Restructure programs to tap into a “new norm”

Summary: Spearheaded by Programs VPs John Daly and Dave Kersey, an initiative was 

launched to grow programs under three pillars: in-person thought-leadership summits, virtual

leadership conversations, and in-person social and community events. This more thoughtful 

approach to programs will not stop at the end of the board year, which will help stabilize the 

programming to make it more predictable for our community.



Virtual event: Thriving in a Cookieless Future 

Summary: We hosted a virtual event focusing on new restrictions around collecting cookies. 

This was a ‘real time’ discussion about privacy-preserving addressability solutions for new 

industry standards that is meant to be educational and advisory in its focus.

Event Details: Adtheorent’s VP of Key Accounts & Education, Isaiah Walsh, led us through 

a conversation on how machine learning is leveraged in advertising and a deep dive into the 

market movement towards the loss of third-party cookies and ideas (Exhibit G)

Results: The virtual event had great engagement with 107 registered participants. (Exhibit H)

In-person event: Breakfast Serial: Wake & Bake - Digital Advertising for CBD/Cannabis 

Summary: We hosted a hybrid in-person and virtual event focusing on what is on the 

horizon for CBD/Cannabis marketing. Lacie Edgeman, a partner at PrograMetrix in Seattle, 

Washington, presented the important information crucial to know when it comes to marketing 

for this industry.

Event Details: The event was sponsored by PrograMetrix, Safe Research, Reset Bioscience,

and Radix House. The morning session started with a half hour of networking for the 

attendees. This was followed by a presentation by Lacie Edgeman that focused on the CBD/

Cannabis competitive landscape in e-commerce, display ad trends, and advertising approval. 

The morning concluded with an informative Q & A session. (Exhibit I)

Results: The breakfast event proved to be very successful. We had 20 attendees and received 

great feedback. (Exhibit J)

OBJECTIVE #2 RESULTS: In the previous year, many of our programs were driven by 

specialized committees, such as Government Relations, Diversity and AAA’s. While these 

committees continue to plan programs for our community, we focused on growing our



Programs to tap into the “new norm” – a mix of in-person and virtual events that would 

engage different areas of our membership based on their needs and interests. In January, 

the team coordinated with other AAF Austin committees to reinforce the initiative to our 

membership in a 2022 Kickoff. (Exhibit K • L  • M)

OBJECTIVE #3: Continue impactful Diversity Inclusion programming

Virtual event: Small and Diverse Vendor Partner Showcase (Exhibit N)

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Co-Chairs: Moses Munoz, Michelle Washington

GOAL: Elevate diverse vendors and introduce them to agencies for inclusion in future 

bids and partnerships.

Event Details: Wednesday, December 8th, 2021 (3 Hour Event + breakout rooms) (Exhibit O)

Target Audience: Diverse Vendors, Austin AND National Advertising Community

Strategy: AAF/Austin and local agency GSD&M partnered to host small and diverse vendor 

partners, agencies and clients, encouraging introductions and interaction with the hope that 

agency and client contacts become more aware of available diverse vendor partners for 

inclusion in future bids. We showcased and celebrated their crafts, talents, creativity and 

work they produce. It was an opportunity for small and diverse vendors to meet with agency 

contacts via breakout rooms, curated by specialty areas like Film/Video, Print, Digital, etc.

Execution/Tactics: Promoted through AAF Austin social channels and GSD&M and 

Omnicom internal channels. Expanded reach by including The Omnicom Advertising 

Collective as a presenting sponsor. (Exhibit P) Invited GSD&M clients from Capital One and 

YUM! brands to talk about their supplier diversity programs and why these programs are so 

important. 



OBJECTIVE #3 RESULTS: 352 people registered in 2021 vs. 294 in 2020. We had 182 

participants and overwhelmingly positive feedback. (Exhibit Q • R) By bringing in corporate 

clients Capital One and YUM! Brands, and OAC agencies like The Marketing Arm, 

Zimmerman, Merkley, Agency 720 and GSP (Goodby Silverstein Partners), we expanded 

our reach geographically, as well as bringing in more buyers and clients. Though our day-of 

attendance was lower, the percentage of buyers to vendors who registered and attended was 

a much better ratio. This helps us accomplish our mission of educating and connecting the 

buyers with the small and diverse vendors. Also, even if the registrants did not attend, they 

still receive the on-demand link to the showcase recording as well as a link to the vendor 

resource materials.

OBJECTIVE #4: Collaborate with and support our Ad2 group

Mix of in-person, hybrid and virtual events: Ad2 Mentorship Program

Student Programs Chair: Clay Craig

Ad2 Austin President: Jessica Tran

Co-Chairs: Logan Woodward & Janet Hagedorn

Summary: Ad2 hosts a yearly mentorship program that pairs students with professionals in 

the Austin area. The goal of this program is to provide students with a mentor to help guide 

them as they start their career as well as provide supporting programs to drive additional value 

to students. Typically, this has been done in person but with the uncertainty of pandemic, we 

focused on a hybrid approach.

Event Details: Our first event was in-person and focused on recruitment and the job search. 

The second event will be a virtual panel and the final event is planned as an in-person wrap-

up. (Exhibit S)



Strategy: This year, we focused on providing a high value program to a smaller group 

of students. Our team has a very close relationship with Texas State so we utilized that 

relationship with their advertising club to reach students looking for mentorship. In order to 

recruit mentors, we created a draft for our board members (Exhibit T) so that they could easily 

and directly reach out to their network via LinkedIn. This worked really well and had a high 

success rate. 

OBJECTIVE #4 RESULTS: We had 17 total mentees matched with mentors. (Exhibit U) 

In contrast to last year, we had almost double the amount of mentors vs. mentees. We will 

build on this success for a larger, stronger program next year as we continue to nurture our 

relationships with local colleges.

OBJECTIVE #5: Continue strong Government Relations outreach

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Co-Chairs: Lucas Lee, Helena Abbing

GOAL: Educate membership and unite Texas AAF chapters in our grassroots mission.

Target: Texas membership of AAF clubs, including Austin

Overview: As part of our strategy to engage members for our March event, AAF Austin 

Government co-chair Lucas Lee led the development of the Texas Lege 101 deck. This is 

a very top-level explanation of how our State Legislature meets bi-annually, and helps our 

members be more comfortable reaching out to their legislators and understanding the protocol. 

We worked with the Texas team of volunteers along with our D10 and National leadership to 

update the Talking Points with new economic data and created a more succinct leave-behind 

for Texas Legislators after our meetings. (Exhibit V • W) Finally, we pre-recorded sessions 

with our national experts covering AAF issues of Privacy and Taxation. (Exhibit X) All of this 

content is available year-round on the AAF Austin website. 



Strategy 2: Host Texas Day at the Capitol

We held our first Virtual Texas Day at the Capitol in March, 2021 and with the combination 

of being an off year for our legislature and a surge in COVID-19 due to the Omicron variant, 

we felt it was best to keep the 2022 event virtual. This also allowed more participation for 

chapters outside of Austin. 

Overview: Day at the Capitol virtual event, March 2, 2022 12 noon - 3:30pm CST on Zoom

After the success of our 2021 program, our District and National Leadership encouraged us to 

turn it into an annual event. We received District and National support for our efforts with an 

overview of the AAF Government Relations mission by D10 Governor Stephanie Price and 

AAF President and CEO Steve Pacheco. They then introduced industry experts who educated 

our members about issues facing the advertising industry.

Tactics: With help from our Houston AAF President Ray Shilens, we pre-recorded sessions 

with Clark Rector, Executive Vice President of Government Affairs for AAF National 

and Michael Signorelli, Partner at Venable, LLP. Ray and the team prepped with a call to 

understand the issues at hand, and prepared thoughtful questions for our experts. Clark 

covered Federal issues of protecting Tax exemptions for advertising expenses and State 

advertising sales tax issues. Mike brought clarity to the very complex subject of Privacy.

AAF Dallas President Jimmy Asa and his team provided creative assets and titles for the 

session. (Exhibit X)

Our team had pre-set appointments with key legislators/staffers, and we connected with 

them after the educational program. (Exhibit Y) We covered our talking points to serve as a 

resource, educate them on our economic contributions, and show we are a powerful voice that 

when unified, cannot be ignored. 

Results: Texas Day at the Capitol had 21 registered attendees from Austin, Houston, Dallas, 

Amarillo, and Corpus Christi. Members met with legislators or staffers from over twenty 



offices. (Exhibit Z)

Each office requested additional information to share with the elected representatives. 

Since this was an off year legislatively, we agreed to cover costs via sponsorships and not 

charge for the event. We received great feedback from several participants including D10 

Governor, Stephanie Price. “I just wanted to congratulate all of you on an incredible job 

today! You guys are to be commended and have the playbook on how to run a well done 

virtual event. I learned new things, talked to a legislator I hadn’t met yet and really just 

enjoyed all of it.” We also received feedback from AAF President and CEO, Steve Pacheco: 

“Let me add to the Governor’s remarks... This was a truly awesome event. Everything went 

smoothly, had a great pace and rhythm to it, and lots of good practical advice. I am very proud 

of this Team and this great work! We appreciate the partnership and support.” (Exhibit AA)



Exhibit A  2021-2022 Events & Programs

Exhibit B  2021-2022 Events & Programs



PROGRAMS : Big Wigs

Ticket Sales

Feedback

Big Wigs was so much more fun since we were back in person. The venue was fantastic – it was fun and felt like we were 
insider’s getting a glimpse at the new stadium. And as always, so great to see everyone again. The organizers did such 
a great job – it flowed really well and the trading cards were such a cool bonus! Thanks for all the hard work!

– Helena Abbing, GSD&M

 

Exhibit C  Big Wigs Exhibit D  Big Wigs Ticket Sales



PROGRAMS : Big Wigs

CreativeExhibit E  Big Wigs : Collateral 



Exhibit F  AAA Austin



Exhibit G  Virtual Speaker Series : Thriving in a Cookieless Future

Exhibit H  Virtual Speaker Series : Thriving in a Cookieless Future



PROGRAMS : The Breakfast Serial  |  Digital Advertising for CBD / Cannabis

Exhibit I  The Breakfast Serial : Digital Advertising for CBD / Cannabis
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Exhibit J  The Breakfast Serial : Digital Advertising for CBD / Cannabis



PROGRAMS : 2022 KickoffExhibit K  2022 Kickoff 

PROGRAMS : 2022 Kickoff

PROGRAMS : 2022 Kickoff PROGRAMS : 2022 Kickoff

Exhibit L  2022 Kickoff : Participants

Exhibit M  2022 Kickoff : Presentation 
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Agenda

12:30 pm – 12:35 pm - Doors Open

12:35 pm – 12:52 pm - Vendor Showcase

12:52 pm – 12:54 pm - Welcome 
KEISHA TOWNSEND
Director of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion | GSD&M

         
12:54 pm – 12:56 pm - Opening Remarks
MAX RUTHERFORD
Vendor Partner Diversity Director/SBLO | GSD&M

12:56 pm – 1:03 pm - Event Overview
SAMARA HAKIM
President | CulturGrit, LLC

1:03 pm - 1:04 pm - Vendor Showcase

1:04 pm – 1:36pm - Fireside Chat 
DUFF STEWART
CEO | GSD&M

ANITA LANEY
President/CEO | Professional Partnering Solutions

An Agency and Vendor Conversation
 
1:36 pm – 2:16 pm: - Opening Keynote

REUBEN ESSANDOH
Director/Head of Supplier Diversity for Enterprise  

Supplier Management | Capital One

Supplier Diversity - Why It Matters

AUDREY COULBOURN
Director of Brand Diversity & Inclusion | Capital One

Supplier Diversity’s Impact on Marketing

2:16 pm – 2:17 pm. - Vendor Showcase
 

2:17 pm – 3:04 pm. - Roundtable

Moderator:
SOPHIE L. GIBSON
Founder & CEO | VIVO360, Inc.

REAL TALK: Are Agencies Responsible for Defining  
Culture and Inclusion in Advertising?

Panelists:

SARA MADSEN MILLER
President | 1820 Productions

JACK EPSTEEN
SVP/Director of Production | GSD&M 

SOPHIE GOLD
Executive Producer | Eleanor  

CARL SETTLES
Founder/Executive Director | E4 Youth

3:04 pm – 3:14 pm - Q&A 
 

3:14 pm – 3:21 pm - Virtual Intermission

3:21 pm – 3:46 pm - Closing Keynote

JAMES FRIPP
YUM! Brands, Inc. | Chief Equity & Inclusion Officer

Building “ART” & Why It Matters

3:46 pm – 3:47 pm - Vendor Showcase

3:47 pm – 3:54 pm - Closing Remarks  

MAX RUTHERFORD
Vendor Partner Diversity Director/SBLO | GSD&M

3:55 pm – 4:25 pm - Breakout Sessions

  • Room 1 - Audio & Music Production

  • Room 2 - Digital Production, Social Media,  
     UX, Fabrication & AR/VR

  • Room 3 - Film & Video Post-Production

  • Room 4 - Film & Video Production

  • Room 5 - Print Production, Stock Imagery & Artist Reps 

  • Room 6 - Promo/Ad Specialties

AGENDA TIMES ARE CENTRAL STANDARD (CST)
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The work is better working together.

Find, connect and learn more about working with new people 
for your next project. GSD&M, AAF/Austin and the Omnicom 
Advertising Collective are hosting the 2021 Diverse & Small 

Business Virtual Showcase to bring people together to create 
stronger work that makes a difference.

VVendors, agencies and marketers can explore how working 
together is essential in a changing marketplace that is 

growing more diverse. Authenticity wins.

Join us for an overview of diverse vendor capabilities and 
meet with people who are shaping the future through 

advertising and media.



PROGRAMS : Small & Diverse Vendor Showcase

HERE’S HOW:
From the beginning, discuss Supplier Diversity with Account Service, 
Creative and Production to identify potential vendors and set goals, and 
work with Accounting and your Chief Operating Officer (COO) to set up 
systems to enable tracking.
 
Build and utilize a preferred supplier list and utilize the experience and 
expertise of your Supplier Diversity team to source qualified, trusted 
and certified diverse partners for each project.
 
Check your client’s contract to identify diversity spend and performance 
goals, and if they don’t have them, suggest goals for them.

HERE’S A CHECKLIST:
•  Review your client’s scope of work.

•  Determine types of work to be performed.

•  Identify and research the types of vendors you will need to hire.

•  Determine total dollar spend (excluding Media).

•  Calculate potential MBE and WBE dollar spend as a percentage  

of total dollar spend.*

•  MBE: Minority-owned Business Enterprise (African Americans,  

Hispanics, Native Americans, Asian Americans)

•  WBE: Woman-owned Business Enterprise

•  VBE: Veteran-owned Business Enterprise

•  SDVBE: Service-disabled Veteran-owned Business Enterprise

•  LGBTBE+: Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender-owned Business Enterprise

•  DOBE: Disability-owned Business Enterprise (DISABLED)

Third-party Certification Organizations
For reporting, clients want their agencies to use diverse suppliers who have been 
certified by approved third-party certifying organizations from the following list:

•  NMSDC: National Minority Supplier Diversity Council: www.nmsdc.org

•  WBENC: Women’s Business Enterprise National Council: www.wbenc.org  

•  NaVOBA: National Veteran-owned Business Association: www.navoba.org

•  NGLCC: National LGBT Chamber of Commerce: www.nglcc.org  

•  Disability:IN: The leading nonprofit resource for business disability inclusion 

worldwide: www.disabilityin.org

HERE’S WHO TO CONTACT  
FOR MORE INFO:
For anything Diversity, Equity & Inclusion related:
Kirya Francis (Omnicom Advertising Collective)   
kirya.francis@omnicomgroup.com  

For anything Supplier Diversity related:
Max Rutherford (GSD&M) max.rutherford@gsdm.com
 

SUPPLIER DIVERSITY MAKES BETTER WORK AND CLIENTS WANT IT.

#BidBlack is a nonprofit platform that  
focuses on normalizing the presence of 
Black filmmakers in creative roles in  
the advertising industry. It provides a  
complementary resource for all creative  
industries to source Black talent—placing  
an emphasis on creating more opportunities 
for Black creators to bid on commercial  
jobs by increasing awareness and access to 
Black directors, cinematographers, editors, 
colorists and more. www.bid.black

FREE THE WORK aka FREE THE BID is  
a nonprofit global initiative and talent  
discovery platform for underrepresented  
creators. It gives women and people of color 
an opportunity for more advertising work  
by including at least one woman among the 
three directors bidding for every commercial 
job. www.freethework.com

HERE’S WHY:
Beyond being the RIGHT and ECONOMICAL thing to do, 
making sure we’re hearing all voices and points of view 
reduces our weak spots and ensures we’re properly  
communicating to our audiences. 

Supplier-diversity reporting ensures our expenditures support small  
business programs and supplier-diversity initiatives. This allows us to 
track increasing expenditures with disadvantaged, women, people of  
color (POC), veterans, service-disabled veterans, LGBTQ+ communities 
and other historically underutilized businesses. Additional Resources:

WHAT IS A DIVERSE SUPPLIER?
A diverse business is a company that is at least 51% 
owned, operated and controlled by one or more U.S. citizens 
who belong to a designated list of categories, such as:

*Currently, corporate supplier diversity primarily focuses on ethnic (MBE) and gender (WBE) reporting categories. Agencies and/or clients that have federal contracts will also report on small-business subcategories which require a different set of criteria.

Find, connect and learn more about working with new people 
for your next project. GSD&M, AAF/Austin and the Omnicom 
Advertising Collective are hosting the 2021 Diverse & Small 

Business Virtual Showcase to bring people together to create 
stronger work that makes a difference.

VVendors, agencies and marketers can explore how working 
together is essential in a changing marketplace that is 

growing more diverse. Authenticity wins.

Join us for an overview of diverse vendor capabilities and 
meet with people who are shaping the future through 

advertising and media.
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Exhibit Q  Small & Diverse Vendor Showcase : Participants
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Exhibit R  Small & Diverse Vendor Showcase : Additional Stats
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Exhibit T  Ad2 Mentorship Program

Exhibit U  Ad2 Mentorship Program

Exhibit S  Ad2 Mentorship Program : In Person Wrap-Up



Exhibit V  Virtual Day at the Texas Capital
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American Advertising Federation
Virtual Day at the 

Texas Capitol

TALKING POINTS

March 2, 2022



Exhibit X  Government Relations : AAF Issues of Privacy & Taxation : Pre-Recorded Sessions



Exhibit Y  Virtual Day at the Texas Capital : Pre-Set Appointments



Exhibit Z  Virtual Day at the Texas Capital : Participants



Exhibit AA  Virtual Day at the Texas Capital : Feedback


